Meeting report January 7th:

14 people attended the meeting

- **Debrief on last term**
  - Things felt rushed and events needed to run more smoothly
  - All events could use more planning
  - Work more on advertising

- **Communication between all of the members of Hall Gov**
  - We should commit more to what we say we are going to do
  - Create something like an electronic calendar to remind people about events and event preparations
  - Sometimes we can get into multiple discussions at once which cause some good ideas to not be heard by everyone
  - Go through with ideas and be sure that preparation is really taken care of

- **How to get people interested in Hall Government**
  - Make more interesting events to get people really interested in what we do at Hall Government
  - Use the Barnhardt Room for meetings
  - Tell people that if they come it can be written down on a resume that they participated in Hall Gov

- **Project updates**
  - Toasters in the laundry rooms
    - Waiting for fire safety inspections
  - 12 Hour Festival in Carson by members of Carson
    - Plan auditions on the 21st
    - Plan event on the 28th